Introduction
Let R' be the euclidean n-space and let B = {y j jyj< 1) be the unit ball in R". Lt k be a function defined on the real line such that y --.>:. k(jyj) is aC°° function on R', supported by B. We introduce the means -.
k(t,j)(x)=fk(IyI)f(x+ly)dy, x R,t>0,
which-make sense for any / E D'(R') (appropriately interpreted). Let L(R') with 0 <p ;S-.co be the usual spaces quasi-normed'via S It I L(R = ( 1 I/(x)I v dx) lIP 3 0.<P<00, (2) Rn with the usual modification if p = oc. Let k0 be a second function defined on the real line such that y -* ko(IyI) is a CO' funtioii on R",supportcd by B.. Let k0 (t, /) (x) be the corresponding means. Let -oc<s<oc, 0< e< oc and 0< r <oc. Let either 0 < p< oc, 0 < q o or p = q = op. Under additional assumptions for k0 -' and k, which will be described in detail in Subsection 3.1, we introduce the spaces 
(with ih6 usual modification if q = oo), which are independent of k0 , k, e arid r. Let -00 <S < 00, 0 < p co and 0< q ;S oo. Let -oc <'s0 <S <S < , 00 and 472 H. TaI EBEL s = (1 -0) s + Os, Then we introduce the spaces
B q(1t) (F;(Rn ), F p (R"))o.q (4)
via the real interpolation method (., which are independent of the chosen numbers s0 and s 1 . These two scales F,q(R') and B(R') coincide.with the spaces extensively treated iii [13] . The above local-global approach goes essentially back to [14] , see also the recent surveys [19] and [7] , where the latter paper describes what has been done in this direction by the Russiaii school. We mention that the two above scales covèi many well-known classical function spaces:
the Holder-Zygmund spaces = with s > 0; the Besov spaces A =B'pq with s >0, 1 < p < co, 1 q :5; oo; the fractional Sobolev spaces H 8 = F1 -with -oo <s < oc, 1 < p < 00; the Sobolev spaces W 8 = F 2 with 1 < p < 00, s = 0,1, 2,...; the (iiihomogeneous) Hardy spaces h = F 2 , 0 <p 1.
The characteristic feature of (3) reads , as follows: SmOothness is measured locally via means, in particular via the behaviour of k(t, /) (x)"from (1) forI -0 ( fixed). Afterwards some global growth restrictions with respect to x E II" are required. The advantage of (1) compared with the Fourier-analytical approach preferred in [13] is its local nature, which is the basis to extend (1), (3) to more general structures: Riemannian manifolds and Lie groups. In this context it is more natural" to introduce spaces of type F,q first and then the spaces of type B,q via real interpolation. We followed this path in a series of papers, see [15] [16] [17] [18] . The first task is to-find an appropriate counterpart of (1). As fai as connected complete Riemannian manifolds M (with positive injectivity radius and bounded geometry) are concerned we interpreted the integration over R'1 in (1) as an integration over the tangent space TM and x + ty as the Riemarnian geodesic c(x,y, t) with c(x, y, 0) = x and dc(x,.y, 0)/dt = y. ' In the case f a (connected) Lie' gioupG . we replacc-d TG by the Lie algebra ç and we preferred the Lie geodesics :• exp (ly) instead of the (left-invariant) Riemannian geodesics. However, beside these two interpretatithTs of the euclidean means (1) on more general structures (Riemannian manifolds and Lie groups) there are few other possibilities, for example as spectral means via the Laplace'operat . or or as convolutions. The aim of this paper is to study these diverse possibilities and their mutual interrelations. However, there is little hope (by the restricted knowledge of the author) to -handle effectively Fourier analytical tools, spectral means and convolutions on general complete Riemannian manifolds with bounded geometry and positive injectivity radius. The situation improves essentially if one restricts the considerations to Riemannian globally symmetric manifolds or, even more restrictive; to hyperbolic manifolds. Then tools from the theory of Lie groups are available. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss several types of means on manifolds. Section 3 deals with spaces on Riemannian (globally symmetric) manifolds and Lie groups. Spectacular new results should not be expected. It is our aim to discuss the diverse possibilities and to link our approach developed in [15] [16] [17] [18] with Fourier analytical techniques in symmetric manifolds and Lie groups.
Several types of means
2.1. Manifolds. Let M be a connected n-dimensional C Riemannian manifold with bounded geometry . and positive injectivity radius. r0 . For details and references about this definition we refer to [15, 16] . Let TM be the tangent space at the point (Q, ) be , a local chart with • P E-. M and let U = ç(Q). Then one possible replacement of the euclidean means (1) is given by
where the latter expression is the definition of the former one, 0 <1 small. In particu--lar, kR(t, f') ( F) is independent of the chosen local -chart (Q, ). For details we refer again to [15, 16] . Next we specialize the above local chart by (Q, ex'p'), where exp, stands for the.exponential -map. We identify T0 U with R (recall expp 0 = P) and expp. 1 X with X. Then we' have 
, 0 <1 r (all functions are extended outside of the unit ball by zero). In other words, first we shift / from Qp(r) into QQ (r) V ia UpQQp(r-) = QQ (r), and then-we use (6) where R" is identified with TQM. In particular, (7) haq, to be understood as an integral on --the tangent space TQM. We modify (7) somewhat. In (7) we equipped the tangent space TQM = R" with the eulidean metric f -Idetgol dx. A second possibility _is to equip It*(in a neighbourhood of the origin) with the Riemannian metric Videt gxl dX connected with the local chart (Qp(r), expQ' o UpQ'). First (7 . ). can be rewritten as --
Now the modification we have in mind reads as
o < t :!^-r (again functions are extended outside of a ball of radius I by zero). The retransformation in the sense of (9) yields
r. However, (10) can be interpreted as an integral on M itself. Let
and let dy bthe Riemanni.n volume element on M. Then (10) can be rewritten a's
Finally one can retransform (11) (and hence also (13)) in the sense of (5) with TM as basis. We have
r (again functions are extended outside of the unit ball by zero). This follows from the mentioned independence of the means in (5) of theii concrete realization in local coordinates: for thispurpose one has toreplace / in (5) by / Vl det gj nd to interpret Rn in (11) as T (P) U with 92 = exp' o U PQ . Now (5) and (14) (2) is the unit circle inthe complex plane equipped with the Poincaré metric. We wish to reformitlate (13) in the sense of (15) . The necessary extension of (15) 
.causes no problçm. We may assume UQP E Gin (13). Further we remark
This is a consequence of (12). Then (13) and (15), (16)yield
How 
Let T be an appropriate function on the real line R. Then it follows in the sense of the spectral theory of the positive definite self-adjoint Laplace-Bél
cf. also the mapping properties of (17) and (25). yield .
• • (32) where the natural number N will be determined later On. Let x0 (y) = /c0(I y l), and let V PO and P be the Fourier transform of and x, respectively. We assume (0) =1=0 . and y) rIr 0 for-all y E,R. .
Now we are in the position to give , a formal definition of the spaces F,(R) from , (3): Let _oo<s<oo , 0<e<oo and o<r<oo. Let either O<'p<oo,O<q 00 or p = q = co. Let k0 andk be the above functions satisfying (33) and (32) with 2N> max (s, n(1/p -l), 0). Then F q(R") is given by (3).
%
Then one defines B,(R) by (4) . comments and references may be found in the Introduction .-. .
Riemannian manifolds.
We assume that M is the manifold from Subsection 2.1 with the positive injectivity radius 'r0 > 0. Let again Qp(r) be the geodesic ball centered at P E' M with radius r < r0 . If ô > 0 is sufficiently small, then there exist aniformly locally finite covering of M by a sequence of balls Qp, (5) and a corresponding C resolution of unity V = {p} with supp Qp,(ô). We refer for details and necessary explanations to' [15, 16] . Coverings of this type have been used first by CALABI and AuBIN, see [1] . Now we define the spaces F(M) as follows: Let -cc <5 < oo and let either 0 <p <00,0 <q:E^ coorp =q = oo.'Then
(modification if p = cc). Of course in (34) we extend ipj 0 expp, outside 'of exp Q,(ô) by zero. Let -cc <S<5 <s <cc,O <p;;^; 00,0 <q co and s =(1 -0) 80
where again (•,'•). stands for the real interpolation method. Again we refer for iiecessary explanations to [15, 16] . One of the main aims of the just cited'papers is to give intri'nsic descriptions. This is possible for both the spaces 11' q(M) and Bq(M).
But for sake of brevity we restrict ourselves to F,q (M).\In comparison with [15, 16] it is clear how the corresponding formulations for the spaces 131 ,q (M) look like. We assume that the means kR(t, /) (P) and kR(t, f) (P) are given by (5) and (14), respectively, where the latter makes also sense for the manifold under consideration, which need not be globally symmetric. Furthermore k and k0 have the same meaning as in Sub-, section 3.1, in particular we have (32),
(33). Then it is clear what is meant bykolt(t,[)(P) and k0R(t, /) (P).
Let L(M) with 0 < p :!^ co be the counterpart of'L(R'), cf. (2), -. now with respect to the Riemannian volume element on M.
Theorem 1 :Let -a <5 < 00 and let either 0 <p < cc, 0 <q s :^ cc orp = q = cc. Let O<r<r0 ,e>Obe small and
and
(modification ii q = cc) are equivalent quasi-norms in F,q(M).
/ 'Remark 1: It was one of the main aims of [15, 16] to prove this assertion as far as the quasinorm in (37) is concerned. The corresponding claim for the quasi-norm (38) is new. But one can follow the arguments in [15, 16] with few technical changes. Then one obtains the desired assertion with respect to (38).
Remark 2: If M is the above manifold, then one would prefer the means krt(t, /), i.e. the quasi-norms (37), because they look simpler and the use of the tangent space seems to be quite natural. But if one knows in addition that M is globally symmetric, then the means kR(t, /)are more attractive, because we have now the reformulations (13) and (17). In the case of hyperbolic inanifolds one has also the (somewhat vague). connection with spectral means described in (31).
3.3. Lie groups. Let (be a n-dimensional connected Lie group (it is sufficient to assume that G consists of a finite number of*connected components). Let e be-the unit element of G and let g = TeG he the corresponding Lie algebra. Let g be a real positive definite symmetric bilinear form on g. Let L0 : x --> ax be the left translation on G, where a € G and x E G. Then the pull back operation g0 = (L) o* g with a € U generates a left-invariant analytic Riemannian metric. This n-dimensional manifold is connected and complete, it has a positive injectivity radius and a bounded geometry. ,Hence we can apply the above theory, in particular we can. introduce the spaces F,q (G) and B,(G) via (34), (35) (with M = G). it is easy 'to see that these spaces are independent of the chosen bilinear form g on . Hence we have Theorem 1 with respect to this left-invarinant Riemannian metric. However, it seems to be reasonable to replace the Riemannian means kR(t, f) and kR(t, f) by the Demeans
0< t ^ r, where the Lie algebra g is equipped with an euclidean metric, and exp stands for the usual exponential map on U. We assume again that Ic and k0 have the same meaning as in Subsection 3.1, in particular we have (32), (33). Then it is cleai what is meant by k01'(t, /) (x). Let L(G) with 0 <p < cc be the counterpart of L(R"), see (2) , now with respect to a fixed left-invariant Haar measure on U (which may be identified with the Riemannian volume element of the above left-invariant Riemannian metric).
Theorem 2: Let G be the above Lie group. Let -cc <s < cc and let either 0 < p < cc, 0 < q :!z^ cc or p = q = cc. Let a > 0 and r >0 be sufficiently small and let N be given by (36) . Then
is an equivalent qnasi-norrn in F(G) (modification if q = cc). 
with the counterpart of (12), i.e.
• k'(y) .= tk(t-' Iexp'(y)I)
• in a neighbourhood of e. Here dy is the left-invariant Haar measure on G and exPe is the exponential map from g = TeG into 0 in the Riemannian sense. We tratisform the result with the help of the Lie exponential map exp to : 
We wish to compare (43) with (39). For this purpose we remark that X -expe1 a exp X is a diffeomorphic map near the origin of R' = 9. However both maps X -> exp X and X -* exp X are governed by systems of ordinary differential equations for geodesic lines. This is obvious for X -* expe X and it follows for X -.exp X from the above remarks about left-invariant covariant derivation, see the cited references. Then we have -- 
where 0(t2) standsfor an analytic expression in X and t of the indicated order. Furthermore
where 0(1) is also an analytic expression of the indicated order. We put (44) We have ICXPe Yl = IPe' y1 1 because L, is an isometry on 0: the Riemannian distance between y'' and e is t4e same as between e = Ly"and y = Lye. He we can replace kt:e (y) in (41) by kt.e(y l ). In other words, kR(1, /) (z) = / • kt. 6(x) , where the latter stands for the convolution on 0, ee [6: (20.10) ].
Remark 5: In general exp and exp 6 do not coincide. But if 0 is compact (or abelian), then we have exp = expe . Then the Lie geodesics. coincide with the Riemannian geodesics and the above constructed left-invariant Riemannian metric is bi-invariant. We refer to [11: 4.2, 4.3] , see also [3: IV, § 6] .
